
Year 8 Art & Design Spring Term  

Year 8 
10 week 
course on the 
carousel. 

Lesson 1 
Learning intentions  
(what can a student do at the end of the 
lesson) 

Lesson 2 
Learning intentions  
(what can a student do at the end of the 
lesson) 

Lesson 3 
Learning intentions  
(what can a student do at the end of the 
lesson) 

Lesson 
1,2,3 

Introduction to the topic; Tribal African Masks. 
The key term; ‘African Art’ is written in 3D style 
on A4 to fill the page and patterns are drawn to 
fill the lettering or surround it. 

Complete the ‘fill in the blanks’ task and the 
word search. Complete the task from lesson 1 
applying tone as an extension. 

Devise designs for a tribal mask. On A4 draw 
a face shape. Split it in half in the direction 
of your choice. One half of your design must 
include colours and patterns which are 
copied from or emulate the traditions and 
patterns of African masks. The second half 
should be your own ideas which can be 
informed by the PowerPoint.  

Lesson  
4,5,6 

Complete your mask design and add colour. Introduction to paper Mache technique. Begin 
to form a paper Mache mask.  

Continue to apply paper Mache to 
strengthen mask base and also to build up 
areas to create from. 

Lesson  7,8,9 Paint the base coats on the 2 halves of your 
mask.  
While this dries, check all other tasks are 
complete.  

Apply decoration and embellishment using 
paint, string, wool, art straws, cardboard. 

Apply decoration and embellishment using 
paint, string, wool, art straws, cardboard. 

Lesson  
10,11,12 

Work as a team of 3 on your table create an 
information poster about tribal African masks. 
On A2 sugar paper one team member to add 
written information, the next to make drawings 
and the third to add pattern.  

Work as a team of 3 on your table create an 
information poster about tribal African masks. 
On A2 sugar paper one team member to add 
written information, the next to make drawings 
and the third to add pattern.  

Work as a team of 3 on your table create an 
information poster about tribal African 
masks. On A2 sugar paper one team 
member to add written information, the 
next to make drawings and the third to add 
pattern.  

 


